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Abstract

A large proportion of movement in urban area is constrained to a road
network such as pedestrian, bicycle and vehicle. That movement information
is commonly collected by Global Positioning System (GPS) sensor, which has
generated large collections of trajectories. A contiguous sequential pattern
(CSP) in these trajectories represents a certain number of objects traversing
a sequence of spatially contiguous edges in the network, which is an intuitive
way to study regularities in network-constrained movement. CSPs are closely
related to route choices and traffic flows and can be useful in travel demand
modeling and transportation planning. However, the efficient and scalable
extraction of CSPs and effective visualization of the heavily overlapping CSPs
are remaining challenges.

To address these challenges, the thesis develops two algorithms and a
visual analytics system. Firstly, a fast map matching (FMM) algorithm is de-
signed for matching a noisy trajectory to a sequence of edges traversed by the
object with a high performance. Secondly, an algorithm called bidirectional
pruning based closed contiguous sequential pattern mining (BP-CCSM) is de-
veloped to extract sequential patterns with closeness and contiguity constraint
from the map matched trajectories. Finally, a visual analytics system called
sequential pattern explorer for trajectories (SPET) is designed for interactive
mining and visualization of CSPs in a large collection of trajectories.

Extensive experiments are performed on a real-world taxi trip GPS dataset
to evaluate the algorithms and visual analytics system. The results demon-
strate that FMM achieves a superior performance by replacing repeated rout-
ing queries with hash table lookups. BP-CCSM considerably outperforms
three state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of running time and memory con-
sumption. SPET enables the user to efficiently and conveniently explore spa-
tial and temporal variations of CSPs in network-constrained movement.

Keywords: map matching, trajectory pattern mining, closed contiguous
sequential pattern mining, trajectory pattern visualization
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Sammanfattning

En stor del av rörelser i urbana områden är begränsade till ett nätverk
av vägar för fotgängare, cyklar och motorfordon. Information om rörelserna
samlas vanligtvis av Global Positioning System (GPS) sensorer, vilka genere-
rar stora mängder av rörelsebanor. Ett sammanhängande sekventiellt mönster
(CSP) i dessa banor representerar ett visst antal objekt som rör sig utmed
en sekvestill challengingns av rumsligt sammanhängande kanter i vägnätet,
vilket är ett intuitivt sätt att studera regelbundenhet i nätverksbegränsad
rörelse. CSPer är nära besläktat med ruttval och trafikflöde, och kan vara
användbart i trafikmodellering och transportplanering. Effektiv och skalbar
extraktion av CSPer och effektiv visualisering av deras överlappande är pro-
blem som återstår att lösas.

För att lösa dessa problem utvecklas i avhandlingen två algoritmer och
ett system för visuell analys. För det första utvecklas en algoritm för snabb
matchning (FMM) för att med hög prestanda kunna omforma en oprecis
bana till en sekvens av vägnätskanter som passeras av objektet. För det and-
ra utvecklas en sluten sammanhängande sekventiell mönsterutvinningsalgo-
ritm baserad på bidirektionell beskärning (BP-CCSM) för att kunna utvinna
sekventiella mönster med slutenhets- och kontinuitetsbegränsningar från de
map-matchade rörelsebanorna. Slutligen utformas ett visuellt analyssystem
som kallas sekventiell mönsterutforskare för rörelsebanor (SPET) för interak-
tiv utvinning och visualisering av CSPer från en stor mängd av rörelsebanor.

Omfattande experiment utförs genom att använda ett GPS data set med
verkliga taxiresor för att utvärdera algoritmerna och det visuella analyssy-
stemet. Resultaten visar att FMM uppnår överlägsen prestanda genom att
ersätta upprepade routing queries med lookups i en hash-tabell. BP-CCSM
visar sig vara betydligt bättre än tre state-of-the-art algoritmer med avseende
på körtid och minneskonsumtion. SPET gör det möjligt för användaren att
effektivt utforska rumsliga och tidsmässiga variationer av CSPer i nätverks-
begränsad rörelse.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Benefiting from the rapid development of wireless communication and navigation
technologies, Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors have been widely deployed
to collect movement information from different types of objects including pedes-
trian, vehicles, bicycles and animals (Zheng, 2015). In the transportation domain,
GPS sensors are widely recognized as a valuable data collection approach (Rah-
mani et al., 2010; Li et al., 2014). Compared with conventional data collection
methods such as loop detector mounted at fixed locations of a road network to
monitor traffic flow and velocity (Yildirimoglu and Geroliminis, 2013) and Auto-
matic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) camera that records vehicles passing
important locations (Rahmani et al., 2015), a GPS sensor regularly reports ID, lat-
itude, longitude of the tracked object and the time-stamp of recording while some
advanced sensors also report velocity, acceleration and heading (White et al., 2000;
Li et al., 2011a). It is capable of providing more detailed movement information on
individual objects with a broad spatial coverage. Numerous applications of GPS
data have been demonstrated in previous work, such as route navigation (Yuan
et al., 2010a), travel time estimation (Rahmani et al., 2015), traffic modeling and
congestion detection (Castro et al., 2012), activity recognition (Liao et al., 2007),
trajectory segmentation and travel mode detection (Zheng et al., 2008; Prelipcean
et al., 2016).

Various patterns have also been discovered in GPS data, which plays an im-
portant role in understanding semantics of movement, revealing properties of the
tracked object or retrieving information about the underlying context. For instance,
point patterns such as clusters of GPS observations can be used to identify region
of interest or hotspots (Li et al., 2012b). By collecting cluster level statistics such
as inflow and outflow, more detailed context information such as residential area
could be inferred (Guo et al., 2012). Similarly, by aggregating origin and destina-
tion of taxi trip trajectories to grid partition of a city, passenger finding strategies

1
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can be studied (Li et al., 2011a). By directly aggregating to metropolitan areas,
regions of different functions can also be discovered based on the information when
people arrive at or leave a region and where they come from and leave for (Yuan
et al., 2012). In addition to point clusters and regional patterns that generally
focus on a local area, sequential pattern can be extracted from GPS data which
reveals global and long term regularities in the movement. In practice, a sequential
pattern can indicate a common sequence of locations frequently visited by a set of
objects (Zheng, 2015) or a sequence of places repeatedly visited in the history of
an individual object (Ye et al., 2009).

Sequential patterns have been previously extracted from trajectories as a se-
quence of frequently visited grids (Giannotti et al., 2007; Bachmann et al., 2013),
representative line segments (Cao et al., 2005) or clusters (Ye et al., 2009). When
the movement is constrained to a road network, e.g., bicycles and vehicles, it is in-
tuitive to study the sequential pattern as a route frequently traversed by a certain
group of objects, which captures more detailed regularities in the tracked move-
ment. That type of sequential pattern is formulated as contiguous sequential pattern
(CSP). There are two types of contiguity encountered in the problem. The first one
is the spatial contiguity of road edges traversed by an object. The second one is
the sequential contiguity of element in the exported pattern. When each element in
a sequence represents a region, a trajectory can be transformed into a sequence of
regions traversed by the object. In that case, the elements in a sequential pattern
do not have to be contiguous, e.g., a sequential pattern representing a group of
objects firstly visiting the train station then the airport. In case that each element
in a sequence represents a road edge, the elements in a sequential pattern should
also be contiguous in order to meaningfully represent a connected path in the road
network. Details can be explained in Section 3.2.

Compared with a single iteration of the trajectory set to count the frequency
of each edge in a network as used in Krogh et al. (2014), CSP mining solves a
much more sophisticated problem. Given a set of trajectories, it generates the
frequency for all sets of routes in the network above a certain threshold in a single
run. Although loop detector and ANPR can collect that type of information, they
are restricted to fixed locations or routes.

Several potential applications of CSP are described below. In travel demand
modeling, Origin-Destination matrix which counts the number of travelers com-
muting from an origin region A to a destination region B has been frequently used
in dynamic traffic assignment (Zuylen and Willumsen, 1980; Larsson et al., 2001;
Balmer et al., 2006; Toole et al., 2015). In case that the GPS data collected is
representative of the road traffic, CSPs in trajectories can provide more detailed
information than OD matrix to answer questions like which set of routes are fol-
lowed by the travelers from region A to B. That information can be used for more
advanced travel demand modeling or model calibration. The knowledge of route
choices is also valuable in policy evaluation such as finding the movement patterns
of the objects crossing a congestion charge area. Moreover, by comparing patterns
mined from trajectories partitioned by time, temporal variations can be captured,
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e.g., the differences between weekday and weekend traffic on a road network. More
sophisticated movement patterns such as converging and diverging may also be dis-
covered by exploring the inner structure or topological relationship embedded in
the sequential patterns.

In spite of these potential applications, retrieving CSP in network constrained
movement faces several challenges. The first and primary one is imposed by the
noise and low sampling rate of GPS observations. As a consequence, contiguous
movement on a road network is observed as a sequence of periodically reported
GPS observations with offset from the true locations. To address that problem,
map matching (MM) is commonly performed to infer the sequence of road edges
traversed by the object. Although MM has been intensively studied in the literature,
most algorithms are designed with the objective of improving the accuracy whereas
the capability of handling large data volume with a high performance is not fully
exploited (Marchal et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2013).

The second challenge is located in mining CSP from the map matched trajecto-
ries. Although many sequential pattern mining algorithms have been proposed in
the past several decades, CSP in map matched trajectories has several specializa-
tions. Firstly, each element in the input sequence stores a single item, as opposed
to transactional data where multiple items are commonly stored (Han et al., 2004),
which implies the existence of unnecessary computation in the process. Secondly, an
additional contiguity constraint is imposed to the algorithm to extract the sequen-
tial pattern as a sequence of spatially contiguous edges. Therefore, it is necessary to
develop an efficient sequential pattern mining algorithm applicable to map matched
trajectories.

The third challenge lies in the visualization of sequential patterns. In addition to
the requirement of high interactivity and efficiency in visualization, a more serious
problem encountered is visual cluttering, which is defined as a large number of
features rendered closely (Andrienko et al., 2007). More details about this problem
are discussed in Section 2.3.

1.2 Research objectives

It can be summarized from the previous section that discovering sequential move-
ment patterns on a road network still confronts challenges in map matching, se-
quential pattern mining and visualization. The objective of this thesis is to design
a set of algorithms and tools to enable the user to efficiently retrieve, analyze and
visualize contiguous sequential patterns in network-constrained movements. More
concretely, the objectives are divided into three parts in response to these chal-
lenges:

1. to develop an efficient MM algorithm that is capable of handling a large data
volume with high performance.
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Map matching Sequential pattern 
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Paper I Paper II

Figure 1.1: Flowchart of the thesis

2. to develop an efficient contiguous sequential pattern mining algorithm appli-
cable to map matched trajectories.

3. to design a visual analytics tool that enables the user to efficiently and inter-
actively visualize and explore sequential patterns in GPS data together with
their spatial and temporal variations.

The algorithms and tools can support user queries such as:

1. Which routes/patterns are traversed/followed by more than 5% of the trajec-
tories/trips?

2. Which routes are traversed by more than 1% of the trips in the morning
starting from the train station?

3. What is the difference between the movement patterns on weekdays and week-
ends?

1.3 Thesis structure

The thesis is based on two journal articles referred by their Roman numerals:

I Can Yang and Győző Gidófalvi (2017), Fast map matching, an algorithm inte-
grating hidden Markov model with precomputation, International Journal of
Geographical Information Science, DOI: 10.1080/13658816.2017.1400548

II Can Yang and Győző Gidófalvi (2017), Mining and visual exploration of closed
contiguous sequential patterns in trajectories, International Journal of Geo-
graphical Information Science, DOI: 10.1080/13658816.2017.1393542

Flowchart of this thesis is illustrated in Figure 1.1. Paper I is primarily concerned
about MM where raw GPS trajectories are matched to traversed paths where each
path stores a sequence of road edge IDs. The results obtained from Paper I are
directly used in Paper II for contiguous sequential pattern mining and visualization.

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a sys-
tematic review of the literature consisting of three parts: map matching, sequential
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pattern mining and trajectory pattern visualization. In Chapter 3, the two algo-
rithms and a visual analytic are presented in detail. In Chapter 4, a case study is
described where extensive experiments are performed to evaluate various aspects
the proposed algorithms and visual analytic. Most parts of Chapter 3 and 4 are
directly selected from Paper I and II. Finally, a conclusion is drawn and future work
is highlighted in Chapter 5.

1.4 Declaration of contributions

Paper I – Can Yang wrote the paper, designed and implemented the algorithm and
performed the experiments. Győző Gidófalvi provided supervision and feedbacks
to the reviews of the paper.

Paper II – Can Yang wrote the paper, designed and implemented the algorithm
and visual analytics and performed the experiments. Győző Gidófalvi proposed the
idea of the visual analytics and provided supervision and feedbacks to the reviews
of the paper.





Chapter 2

Literature review

The topic studied in this thesis is closely related to trajectory pattern mining, which
is a rather broad term. In Zheng (2015), trajectory patterns are classified into
four categories: moving together patterns, trajectory clusters, periodic patterns
and frequent sequential patterns. The patterns studied in this thesis belong to
the last category. To limit the scope, the review presented here only covers the
sequential pattern mining approaches. For a more general review of studies on
movement or trajectory patterns, the reader can refer to Dodge et al. (2008) and
Zheng (2015). Following the flowchart illustrated in Figure 1.1, the review is divided
into three parts: map matching, sequential pattern mining and trajectory pattern
visualization.

2.1 Map matching

One of the earliest studies on MM dates back to the work of Krakiwsky et al.
(1988) where MM is integrated with differential odometer dead reckoning and GPS
positioning for automatic vehicle location. The work is primarily focused on the
integration of three positioning approaches with Kalman filter where MM is per-
formed on a single route and takes the initial location of a vehicle as input. In
Bernstein and Kornhauser (1998) and White et al. (2000), three types of MM
algorithms point to point, point to curve and curve to curve are compared con-
sidering geometry, heading of road edge and topology of the road network. The
former two algorithms match an individual GPS observation to the closest node
and closest edge respectively. The third algorithm matches a curve of the whole
GPS trajectory to a curve in the road network, which is identified as the most
effective one among the three. However, it requires the initial location to be known
and the matching quality is rather sensitive to the measurement of similarity be-
tween curves. In Pyo et al. (2001), a probabilistic MM approach is proposed with
multiple hypothesis techniques (MHT) adopted. The approach forms hypotheses
corresponding to roads in a confidential region and the probability of a hypothesis

7
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is calculated accounting for road intersection, heading and topology. Besides, it re-
duces computation by defining thresholds for pruning of low probability hypotheses
and confirmation of true hypothesis. A similar approach is presented in Marchal
et al. (2005) where a set of candidate paths are maintained with their matched
scores consistently updated. However, a relatively large number of candidate paths
need to be maintained to avoid missing the best matched route (Chen et al., 2014).
In Brakatsoulas et al. (2005), three algorithms are developed and compared in-
cluding a local incremental MM algorithm which sequentially matches part of a
trajectory in a greedy manner and two global algorithms which perform curve to
curve matching based on the Fréchet Distance (Fréchet, 1906). As concluded by the
authors, these three algorithms are still prone to outliers in trajectories. Quddus
et al. (2007) provide a comprehensive review of early MM algorithms where four
categories of MM approaches are summarized as geometric, topological, probabilis-
tic and other advanced. These early MM algorithms are still sensitive to GPS error,
sampling rate and initial map matching results (Newson and Krumm, 2009; Zeng
et al., 2015).

Since Hidden Markov Model (HMM) was first introduced to solve MM problem
in Newson and Krumm (2009) and Lou et al. (2009), it has been prevalent and
widely employed in later studies because of the elegant and extensible incorporation
of GPS error, topological constraint and many other factors in the path inference
(details in Section 3.1.2). Along that direction, most of the efforts are devoted to
improving the accuracy of MM by introducing new information such as speed limit
(Yuan et al., 2010b), turning angle (Li et al., 2013) and curvedness (Zeng et al.,
2015) or designing more robust and realistic incorporation of these information in
the path inference of HMM (Yuan et al., 2010b; Wei et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2014).
However, in those studies performance improvement in MM is not fully explored
(Marchal et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2013).

Although performance improvement is not a primary objective in most previ-
ous MM studies, several approaches have been adopted to accelerate the speed
of MM, which can be classified into four categories: spatial indexing, trajectory
simplification, parallel computing and advanced routing algorithm.

Spatial indexing technologies such as R-tree (Guttman, 1984) and Quad-tree
(Finkel and Bentley, 1974) have been widely employed in MM algorithms to accel-
erate the search for neighboring edges around GPS point (Marchal et al., 2005; Li
et al., 2011b; Wei et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2014). In practice, it is commonly used
in collaboration with other techniques.

Trajectory simplification approaches improve the performance of MM by reduc-
ing the number of points to be matched, which is effective especially for dense and
duplicated observations (Li et al., 2014, 2015). In Li et al. (2014), three simplifica-
tion algorithms incremental, slicing and global window are proposed by assigning
weights to GPS points based on the geometric information of the trajectory and
filtering those with small weights. In the authors’ later work (Li et al., 2015), an
oriented bounding rectangle (OBR) algorithm is proposed to cluster points in a
trajectory based on moving direction, which is also capable of handling outliers.
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However, the contribution of these simplification algorithms is limited to MM of
dense GPS data.

Parallel computing is also a promising technology for high performance MM
because not only the matching of an individual trajectory but also the candidate
search for each GPS point within a trajectory can be parallelized. With the rapid
development of distributed and parallel computing technologies, considerable im-
provement has been reported in previous studies. In Li et al. (2011b), an online
map matching framework is designed and tested on a 16 nodes cluster with an
overall performance of around 20,000 points/s. Similarly, in Huang et al. (2013),
the highest speed is reported as 120,000 points/s on a 20 nodes cluster. However, in
those studies, there is still a great potential for the single processor’s performance
to be improved.

Compared with above three categories, advanced routing algorithms attract
more attention because the bottleneck of HMM based map matching algorithm has
been widely recognized as repeated routing queries (Lou et al., 2009; Wei et al.,
2012; Rahmani and Koutsopoulos, 2013; Zhe and Zhang, 2015). Apart from the
classical Dijkstra algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959), various advanced routing algorithms
have been developed for accelerating shortest path queries such as A* (Hart et al.,
1968) and ALT (Goldberg and Harrelson, 2005). However, their contribution to
MM is limited because they focus on the query on a large graph where the origin
and destination are far away whereas in MM context, the distance between consec-
utive observations is likely to be small. In Rahmani and Koutsopoulos (2013) and
Shen (2016), searching of the whole network graph in routing queries is avoided
by constructing a local search tree according to the distance estimated from the
time interval between consecutive observations. A more significant improvement
is achieved in Chen et al. (2014) where the number of repeated queries is reduced
substantially by adding dummy nodes and links connecting each GPS point in the
trajectory with its neighboring edges in the network graph. It is based on the
observation that the path with shortest distance in the set of SPs from multiple
sources to multiple targets can be found by routing from a dummy node connecting
the sources to another dummy node connecting the targets. Consequently, find-
ing an optimal path in the candidate transition graph in HMM is converted to a
single query passing a sequence of dummy nodes. However, for each trajectory to
be matched, it requires inserting and deleting dummy nodes and edges from the
network graph, which could degrade the performance. Another approach to address
the problem is to precompute some routing results. In Zhe and Zhang (2015), an
upper bounded origin and destination table is created on the road network and
queried to obtain the shortest path distance between candidate points. However,
the bottleneck of repeated routing queries is not fully exploited and the robustness
of their algorithm is restricted as some frequently encountered degenerate cases are
neglected. The algorithm presented in this thesis follows the same precomputation
principle with more detailed investigation of the running time of each step and
various factors affecting the performance of MM. More importantly, a much higher
performance is achieved in both precomputation and MM stage.
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2.2 Mining sequential patterns in trajectories

In previous work, sequential patterns in trajectories are commonly mined with two
steps. The first step is to transform a raw trajectory into a sequence of elements
where each element can represent ID of a grid (Giannotti et al., 2007; Bachmann
et al., 2013), a representative line segment (Cao et al., 2005) or a cluster (Ye et al.,
2009). The second step mines patterns in a set of sequences, which belongs to
a widely studied problem in the data mining field called sequential pattern min-
ing. A detailed review is given in Mabroukeh and Ezeife (2010). In that field, a
large amount of effort has been devoted to mining with closeness constraint which
reduces redundancies in the output by removing the patterns that can be loss-
lessly reconstructed from others (details in Section 3.2.1). Therefore, it is also
formulated as closed sequential pattern mining. Examples of such algorithms are
CloSpan (Afshar, 2003), BIDE (Wang and Han, 2004), ClaSP (Gomariz et al.,
2013), CMAP (Fournier-Viger et al., 2014). However, they cannot be directly ap-
plied to mining sequential patterns on a road network without considering contigu-
ity constraint. That constraint is important as it ensures that a pattern is extracted
as a contiguous sequence of road edges traversed by the objects. Although the re-
sult of closed sequential pattern mining is a superset of closed contiguous sequential
pattern mining, it is difficult to split the latter from the former. Besides, with the
contiguity constraint, the search space for closeness checking becomes much smaller,
which provides opportunities for performance improvements.

Considering both contiguity and closeness constraints, several algorithms have
been developed in the literature (Li et al., 2012a; Bachmann et al., 2013; Zhang
et al., 2015; Abboud et al., 2017). Based on the order of patterns exported, two
strategies emerge as by length and by their starting item.

The first strategy is used in Zhang et al. (2015) where an algorithm called CC-
Span is developed and patterns are mined in ascending order of their length. The
algorithm iteratively enumerates length-(k + 1) patterns from length-(k) patterns,
where the former is used to check the closeness of the latter. In each iteration, it
requires scanning the whole sequence set in order to get the support, which is very
inefficient.

The second category exports patterns ordered by their starting item, which
reduces the search space greatly hence it is more commonly used (Li et al., 2012a;
Bachmann et al., 2013; Abboud et al., 2017). In Li et al. (2012a), an algorithm
called Gap-BIDE is proposed to mine closed sequential pattern with gap constraint.
The problem of contiguous sequential pattern mining is equivalent to gap constraint
of 0. Gap-BIDE checks closeness by evaluating the extensions of a pattern in
forward and backward direction, which still needs to scan the whole sequence set.
Along that direction, Abboud et al. (2017) develop a more efficient algorithm called
CCPM, which recursively creates and scans a smaller projected sequence subset for
each pattern. As a pattern grows longer, its projected subset becomes smaller.
However, a lot of sequence comparisons are performed in the closeness check. That
issue is addressed by the algorithm Incremental Closed Contiguous Frequent Route
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(Inc-CCFR) developed in Bachmann et al. (2013). By recording the locations of a
pattern including the sequences containing it and the index within each sequence,
it achieves a more efficient closeness check but consumes much higher memory.
Another limitation of Inc-CCFR is that the pattern support is exported as the
number of occurrences of a pattern instead of sequences containing it. Consequently,
it is not applicable to the dataset with large number of repeated items in a sequence,
e.g., DNA sequences.

As a summary, previous closed contiguous sequential pattern mining algorithms
suffer from several common drawbacks. Firstly, the whole sequence set, or a subset
of it, needs to be scanned many times in order to find longer candidate patterns.
Without exploiting the inner structure of the contiguous sequential patterns, the
closeness check either needs to perform a lot of sequence comparisons or stores de-
tails of pattern occurrences, which degrades the performance significantly or con-
sumes high memory. The algorithm developed in this thesis follows the second
strategy of mining patterns partitioned by their starting item. By employing three
tree structures to create partitions of sequences and patterns, closeness check is
performed by comparing nodes in a tree, which achieves a much higher efficiency
and saves memory at the same time.

2.3 Trajectory pattern visualization

In the literature, a large number of visual analytics have been designed to enable
the user to visualize patterns in trajectories. Andrienko and Andrienko (2013)
define four categories of visual analytics as looking at trajectories, looking inside
trajectories, birds view on movement and investigating movement in context. The
review is restricted to visualization of a large number of trajectories, which is faced
with two major challenges: visual cluttering and scalability to data size. Three
strategies have been commonly employed to address these challenges.

The first strategy is to draw raw trajectories with opacity so that areas with
a high density of trajectories get highlighted and can be visually inspected, which
is widely used in Kraak (2003); Willems et al. (2009); Andrienko and Andrienko
(2013). It is effective in capturing spatial similarities in trajectories. At the same
time, different colors can be assigned to the trajectories to indicate attributes, e.g.,
ship category Willems et al. (2009). However, quantitative information of patterns
such as the number of trajectories following a pattern is generally not available with
this technique.

The second strategy applies filtering to confine the data to be visualized to a
small area or subset. In Guo et al. (2011), TripVista is designed for visualization of
microscopic traffic flow patterns at a road intersection. Three views are provided
including a traffic view rendering geometry of trajectories, a ThemeRiver metaphor
displaying volume of directional flows and a parallel coordinates plot showing dis-
tribution of other attributes such as entrance time and speed. In Tominski et al.
(2012), time lens is designed where its interior displays a map of trajectory points
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and its external rings plot temporal distribution of trajectories. Since filtering is
effective in visualizing patterns locally, it is commonly used in collaboration with
other approaches such as stacked trajectory bands (Tominski et al., 2012).

The third strategy employs aggregation or clustering of trajectories to sub-
stantially reduce the number of features to be visualized (Andrienko et al., 2007;
Giannotti et al., 2011). In Andrienko et al. (2007), large collections of trajectories
are clustered and each cluster is simply drawn as an arrow representing directions
and the width indicating the size. In Giannotti et al. (2011), M-Atlas, for mo-
bility atlas, is designed where trajectories are clustered with each one visualized
individually, which is not applicable for a large number of patterns.

Although a contiguous sequential pattern can be regarded as a trajectory with
the support as an attribute, its visualization suffers from a more serious visual
cluttering problem. One pattern can be contained by many other patterns and
their geometries are heavily overlapped. Moreover, the support of a pattern needs
to be visualized together with its geometry. To alleviate these problems, the vi-
sual analytics system proposed in this paper adopts the second and third strategy
summarized above. It provides two types of maps where a traffic map presents an
overview of the patterns and a dynamic offset map presents details of a small set
of patterns filtered by user’s interest. Benefiting from the efficient pattern min-
ing algorithm, sequential patterns in a large number of trajectories can be visually
explored efficiently.



Chapter 3

Methodology

In this chapter, an efficient MM algorithm is presented which extracts sequential
information from a noisy trajectory as a sequence of spatially contiguous road edges
traversed by the object in preparation of pattern mining. A closed CSP mining
algorithm is developed for mining patterns in the output of the first MM algorithm.
Finally, a visual analytics system is designed for visual exploration of these patterns.

3.1 Fast Map Matching integrated with precomputation

This section presents Fast Map Matching (FMM), an algorithm integrating HMM
with precomputation. Preliminaries are presented first followed with a detailed in-
troduction of HMM based MM. After that, precomputation and its integration with
MM are described. Finally, the alleviation of a problem called reverse movement is
discussed, which is discovered in matching real world GPS trajectories.

3.1.1 Preliminaries and problem formulation
A road network is represented as a directed graph denoted by G = (V, E) where V
is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. Each node in V represents intersection
or dead end of road segments. Each edge e ∈ E represents a directed road segment
with id of eid starting from a source node with id of s to a target node with id of t,
where the movement on e is constrained to the direction from s to t. The geometry
of e is a polyline denoted by geom with length of L. In FMM, edge e is stored as
a tuple denoted by

e = (eid, s, t, geom, L) (3.1)

Based on the data collected, a GPS observation p only records the latitude lat
and longitude long of a tracked object at a specific time-stamp ts, denoted as a
tuple p = (lat, long, ts), which is also referred as a GPS point. A GPS trajectory
tr is a sequence of temporally ordered GPS points denoted by tr = �p1, p2, ..., pN �,

13
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Figure 3.1: Process of Fast Map Matching algorithm

which is stored as a polyline. In subsequent text, the tracked object is assumed to
be a vehicle for simple explanation.

The problem of MM is formulated as given a road network G and a trajectory
tr, find the path on G traversed by tr. Specifically, the input data of FMM consists
of a road network G and a trajectory set TR. The whole process of FMM consists
of two stages precomputing and map matching as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The
output of FMM contains three parts: an optimal path O_path storing the edge
matched for each point pn ∈ TR, a complete path C_path storing the complete
path traversed by the vehicle as a sequence of spatially contiguous edge IDs and the
geometry of C_path denoted by m_geom. The paths are different in that when
the vehicles traverses multiple edges between two consecutive observations, O_path
contains the information only for the two edges where the vehicle is located at the
observations while C_path stores a complete path traversed by the vehicle.

3.1.2 Hidden Markov Model based map matching
In the map matching stage, a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (Krumm, 2011) is
employed to infer the path traversed by the vehicle considering both GPS error and
topology constraints. In detail, a HMM is a sequence model with two components:
hidden state and observation. A hidden state can transit to another and emit an
observation at the end of transition, which are modeled in a probabilistic manner
and formulated as transition and emission, respectively. When it comes to solve
MM problem, the true location of a vehicle on a road edge is regarded as a hidden
state and the emission of a state can be viewed as the GPS point observed from that
location. Moving from one location to another, corresponding to the hidden state
transition in HMM, is associated with a transition probability which depends on
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various factors such as the network distance between the two points in the network,
travel time and speed limit, etc. Regarding emission, when a certain road edge is
closer to the GPS observation, the emission probability of the corresponding edge
is also higher. Given a noisy trajectory, a set of candidate edges can be found for
each GPS observation and all these candidate road edges form nodes of a transition
graph where the link represents the transition from one candidate road edge to
another. As a whole, inferring the path on a road network from a noisy GPS
trajectory is transformed into a problem of inferring a sequence of hidden states
from a sequence of emissions by maximizing a score calculated from transition and
emission probabilities, which can be efficiently solved by Viterbi algorithm (Forney,
1973). More detailed explanation of the principle of HMM for solving MM problem
can refer to Lou et al. (2009).

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the map matching stage of FMM is divided into 4
steps below:

1. Candidate search (CS): Search for candidate edges for each point in a trajec-
tory tr;

2. Optimal path inference (OPI): Construct a transition graph and assign tran-
sition and emission probabilities, from which an optimal path is inferred

3. Complete path construction (CPC): Construct a complete path by filling the
SP between consecutive candidates in the optimal path

4. Geometry construction (GC): Construct the geometry of the complete path
by concatenating the geometries of edges in it.

The whole process is described in detail below.
In the first step, for each point p in a trajectory tr, a candidate set is selected

as the k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) of road edges within distance of r around p,
denoted by

CS(p) = KNN (p)k,r (3.2)

Each candidate C ∈ CS(p) is stored as a tuple:

C = (p̂, e, dist, λ) (3.3)

where the variables are:

• e: the candidate road edge

• p̂: the projected point of p on e.geom, indicating the location of the vehicle
on e, which is also called candidate point

• dist: the Euclidean distance from p to p̂,

• λ: the offset distance along e.geom from e.s to p̂ where 0 ≤ λ ≤ e.L.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of candidate selection.

Figure 3.2 gives an illustration of the information stored in a candidate.
In implementation, the projection of a point on a polyline is solved with a linear

referencing algorithm (Rahmani and Koutsopoulos, 2013) by projecting the point
to each segment in the polyline and returning the one with minimum distance.
The KNN search is accelerated with an R-tree (Guttman, 1984), which is further
divided into three steps:

1. R-tree intersection: Create a square with center of p and side length of 2r and
perform an intersection query on R-tree to export all edges whose bounding
box is intersected with the square.

2. Candidate construction: For each edge e obtained in previous step, project p
to p̂ on e.geom. If dist(p, p̂) ≤ r, create a candidate for e.

3. KNN sort: Sort all the candidates found in previous step according to dist(p, p̂)
and return the k smallest ones.

Although KNN search using R-tree has been studied in Roussopoulos et al. (1995),
the problem solved here imposes an additional constraint of search radius r. In
practice, it is likely that a small r is specified and the intersection query returns a
small set of edges, from which KNN can be retrieved efficiently.

Based on the above definition, given a trajectory tr = �p1, p2, · · · , pN �, a tra-
jectory candidate set (TRCS) is constructed as an array

TRCS(tr) = �CS(p1), CS(p2), ..., CS(pN )� (3.4)

In TRCS(tr), each candidate is indexed by C i
n representing the i-th candidate

matched to pn where 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ n ≤ N . For brevity, i is ignored sometimes
thus Cn represents an arbitrary candidate matched to pn in tr.

In the second step, a transition graph is firstly built from TRCS(tr) with tran-
sition and emission probabilities assigned, from which an optimal path is inferred.

Let dn,n+1 denote the Euclidean distance from pn to pn+1 and lC
n,n+1 denote the

SP distance from the point Cn.p̂ to the point Cn+1.p̂. The transition probability
from candidate Cn to Cn+1is defined as

tp(Cn, Cn+1) =
min(dn,n+1, lC

n,n+1)
max(dn,n+1, lC

n,n+1)
(3.5)
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which is defined by considering several degenerate cases in MM (Details see Section
4.2.2 of Paper I).

The definition of emission probability is based on the assumption that a GPS
observation follows a zero mean Gaussian distribution around the vehicle’s true
location, which is widely used in previous work (Lou et al., 2009; Yuan et al.,
2010b). Formally, the emission probability of candidate Cn is defined as

Cn.ep = 1√
2πσ

e−(Cn.dist)2/2σ2
(3.6)

where σ is the standard deviation indicating GPS error.
Based on the above definitions, TRCS(tr) can be regarded as a transition graph

where a node represents a candidate Cn and an edge represents the SP from Cn

to Cn+1. A candidate path in TRCS(tr) is defined as a sequence of candidates
matched for each point in tr denoted by

PC = �C1, C2, . . . , CN � (3.7)

Similarly with Lou et al. (2009), PC is assigned with a score defined as

score(PC) =
N−1�

n=1
tp(Cn, Cn+1) × Cn+1.ep (3.8)

By employing Viterbi algorithm (Forney, 1973), the score is maximized to infer an
optimal path O_path, which is a sequence of N candidates matched for each point
in tr, denoted by

O_path = argmax
PC

score(PC) = �Ĉ1, Ĉ2, · · · , ĈN � (3.9)

where Ĉn is the candidate matched for pn. Details of the OPI are shown in Algo-
rithm 1.

Once O_path is obtained, the last two steps are complete path construction
(CPC) and geometry construction (GC). In the CPC step, a complete path C_path,
which is a sequence of edges traversed by tr, is constructed by concatenating the
SPs connecting consecutive candidates in O_path, denoted by

C_path = �Ĉ1.e, · · · , Ĉn.e, Path(Ĉn.e.t, Ĉn+1.e.s), Ĉn+1.e, · · · , ĈN .e� (3.10)

where Path(Ĉn.e.t, Ĉn+1.e.s) denotes the SP from Ĉn.e.t to Ĉn+1.e.s.

3.1.3 Precomputation of upper bounded origin destination table
In the precomputing stage, an Upper Bounded Origin Destination Table (UBODT)
storing all pairs of shortest paths (SP) in G whose lengths are under a threshold Δ
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Algorithm 1: Optimal path inference with Viterbi algorithm
Input :

TRCS(tr): Trajectory candidate set
UBODT: Upper bounded origin destination table

Output:
O_path: optimal path, an array of candidates matched for each GPS
point

/* For each candidate C in tr_cs, C.prev and C.score are
initialized with null and 0 respectively */

1 N =|TRCS(tr)|
2 O_path = []
3 for n in [1, N − 1] do
4 for Ci

n ∈ TRCS(tr)[n],Cj
n+1 ∈ TRCS(tr)[n + 1] do

5 temp = Ci
n.score + tp(Ci

n, Cj
n+1) ∗ Cj

n+1.ep

6 if temp > Cj
n+1.score then

7 Cj
n+1.prev = Ci

n

8 Cj
n+1.score = temp

9 end
10 end
11 end

/* Find the optimal candidate of the last GPS point */
12 Ĉ = argmaxC({C.score|C ∈ TRCS(tr)[N ]})
13 O_path.push_back(Ĉ)

/* Backtrack to the start of trajectory to infer optimal path
*/

14 while Ĉ.prev �= null do
15 O_path.push_front(Ĉ.prev)
16 Ĉ = Ĉ.prev

17 end
18 return O_path

is created. Each row in UBODT stores 6 fields or columns for the SP starting from
an origin node no to a destination node nd:

R(no, nd) = (no, nd, next_n, next_e, prev_n, dist) (3.11)

where the columns represent:

• next_n: the next node visited after no,

• next_e: the next edge visited after no, namely G(no, next_n),
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Figure 3.3: Information stored in each row of UBODT for the shortest path from
an origin node no to a destination node nd.

Algorithm 2: Path construction from UBODT
Input :

UBODT : Upper bounded origin destination table
no: origin node id
nd: destination node id

Output:
sp_path: the sequence of edges in the SP from no to nd

1 na = no

2 sp_path = []
3 while R(na, nd).next_n �= nd do
4 sp_path.append(R(na, nd).next_e)
5 na = R(na, nb).next_n

6 end
7 sp_path.append(R(na, nd).next_e)
8 return sp_path

• prev_n: the previous node visited before nd

• dist: the SP distance where dist ≤ Δ.

An illustration is given in Figure 3.3.
UBODT is constructed by iterating through every node s in G with a classical

single-source Dijkstra algorithm starting from s with upper bound of Δ. In each
iteration, a shortest path tree is returned, from which columns in UBODT can be
derived and exported.

The output UBODT is stored as a hash-table with a composite key of (no,nd),
which is implemented as a linear chaining structure (Cormen et al., 2001) configured
by two parameters, the number of buckets H, which is commonly selected as a prime
value, and a multiplier M to compute a unique key as no × M + nd, which can be
selected as the number of nodes in the graph. Given a row R(no, nd), it is inserted
into the hash table bucket with index h as

h = (no × M + nd) mod H (3.12)

where 0 ≤ h ≤ H. The performance of the query in UBODT is closely related with
a load factor defined as lf = |UBODT |/H, which indicates the average number of
elements stored in a bucket of the hash table.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of querying SP distance from candidate Cn to Cn+1 using
UBODT. Edge ei and e∗

i are two edges with reverse direction representing a bi-
directional road segment.

From UBODT, the SP distance from no to nd, denoted by lN (no, nd) , is re-
trieved directly as

lN (no, nd) = R(no, nd).dist (3.13)

Based on the next node visited next_n stored in each row of UBODT, the edges
in the SP from no to nd, denoted by Path(no, nd), can be efficiently constructed by
recursively querying R(next_n, nd) until next_n = nd, as shown in Algorithm 2.

3.1.4 Integration of precomputation with map matching
3.1.4.1 Acceleration of SP query with UBODT

From the previous section, we can observe that SP routing queries are extensively
invoked in two places: calculation of transition probabilities with lC

n,n+1 in the OPI
step (Equation 3.6 ) and filling SP path between consecutive candidates in O_path
(Equation 3.10) in the CPC step. Both of them can be efficiently queries from
UBODT.

In the OPI step, the SP distance from Cn to Cn+1, namely lC
n,n+1, can be

calculated as

lC
n,n+1 =

�
Cn+1.λ − Cn.λ, if Cn.e = Cn+1.e, Cn.λ ≤ Cn+1.λ

Cn.e.L − Cn.λ + lN
n,n+1 + Cn+1.λ, else

(3.14)
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where lN
n,n+1 = lN (Cn.e.t, Cn+1.e.s) = R(Cn.e.t, Cn+1.e.s) is the SP distance from

the node Cn.e.t to Cn+1.e.s, which can be queried directly from UBODT. Equation
3.14 is based on the observations illustrated in Figure 3.4 which covers all the
possible movement from pn and pn+1 as summarized below:

1. pn and pn+1 are matched to different edges, namely Cn.e �= Cn+1.e. It implies
that the vehicle first leaves the edge Cn.e following the path Cn.p̂ → Cn.e.t.
After that, it enters the edge Cn+1.e along the SP from Cn.e.t to Cn+1.e.s.
Finally, on edge Cn+1.e, it moves to position Cn+1.p̂. Therefore, the complete
path traversed is Cn.p̂ → Cn.e.t → Cn+1.e.s → Cn+1.p̂. Two examples are
illustrated in Figure 3.4 (a) and (c).

2. pn and pn+1 are matched to the same edge namely Cn.e = Cn+1.e = e. It
can be further divided into two conditions below:

a) Cn.λ ≤ Cn+1.λ. It represents that the vehicle stays on edge e when
moving from pn to pn+1. The path is Cn.p̂ → Cn+1.p̂ with length of
Cn+1.λ − Cn.λ. An example is shown in Figure 3.4 (b).

b) Cn.λ > Cn+1.λ. It indicates that the vehicle leaves edge e then re-
enters e following the path Cn.p̂ → e.t → e.s → Cn+1.p̂. An example is
demonstrated in Figure 3.4 (d).

In the CPC step, the SP path Path(Ĉn.e.t, Ĉn+1.e.s) can also be efficiently
queried from UBODT as shown in Algorithm 2.

3.1.4.2 Handling of long distance routing queries

One potential problem encountered in querying SP distance or path from UBODT
is that the distance queried from node C i

n.e.t to Cj
n+1.e.s is longer than the upper

bound of UBODT Δ. Consequently, no result is returned from UBODT. To address
that issue and evaluate the improvement gained by precomputation, fours modes
are of FMM are designed as listed in Table 3.1 and details provided as follows:

(M1) UBODT+Dijkstra (brute force): The first mode directly calls a
Dijkstra algorithm when the SP distance is not found in UBODT in the OPI step
or the path is not found in CPC step.

However, it can degrade the performance significantly when pn and pn+1 are
close but some of the candidates are distant, which are called false distant candi-
dates. As illustrated in Figure 3.5, p1 and p2 are close but the SP distances from
n1, n3 to n6, n8, namely lN

{1,3},{6,8} are longer than Δ. These queries are unneces-
sary because lN

4,6 is much smaller so that all the paths from {n1, n3} → {n6, n8} are
likely to be pruned in the OPI step.

(M2) UBODT+Dijkstra (optimized): The second mode firstly returns Δ
as an estimation of the distance if no record is found in UBODT. If the optimal
path returned in OPI still contains the distant candidates, it switches to M1.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of unnecessary routing queries caused by false distant can-
didates. When processing candidates of p1 and p2 in OPI, lN

{1,3},{6,8} and lN
{2,4},{5,7}

are much longer than Δ, which requires calling Dijkstra algorithm. However, these
queries are unnecessary because finally n4 → n6 is likely to be inferred as the
optimal path.

Table 3.1: Four modes of precomputation integration in FMM

Number Mode Description

M1
UBODT +

Dijkstra
(brute force)

Call Dijkstra if distance is not found in UBODT
in OPI or CPC

M2
UBODT +

Dijkstra
(optimized)

Return Δ in OPI if distance is not found in
UBODT, Switch to M1 if true distant candidates
are detected in CPC

M3 UBODT
Return Δ in OPI if distance is not found in
UBODT, leave tr unmatched if it is a true large
gap

M4 Dijkstra No UBODT, call Dijkstra all the time

The optimization in M2 avoids calling unnecessary Dijkstra queries in case of
false distant candidates. By returning Δ as the estimated distance, the candidate
path containing these false distance candidates is likely to be pruned because there
exists another pair of candidates that are much closer with a higher transition
probability. When consecutive GPS points in tr are really distant, O_path still
contains distant candidates. In that case, it switches to M1 where Dijkstra routing
query is invoked to get the true SP distance. Taking the same case in Figure 3.5
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Figure 3.6: Two examples of reverse movements in matching real world GPS data
without penalty.

as an example, when lN
(1,3),(6,8) are directly set as Δ, they are still longer than lN

4,6
and likely to be pruned in the OPI.

(M3) UBODT: The third modes also returns Δ as the estimated distance.
If O_path contains distant candidates, the trajectory is exported directly as un-
matched.

The rationale of M3 is that in case of a rather distant GPS observation, the
movement recorded in less reliable, which might be useless in practice. Without
invoking Dijkstra, M3 has a higher performance than M1 and M2.

(M4) Dijkstra: Without querying UBODT, the last mode invokes Dijkstra
algorithm all the time. It is primarily used for evaluating the performance gained
by precomputation in comparison with M3.

3.1.5 Penalizing reverse movement in map matching

In addition to accelerating the performance of MM by precomputation, a problem
reverse movement is discovered in matching real world GPS data and alleviated in
FMM. Two examples are provided in Figure 3.6.

The reverse movement is generated when there exists a large error in GPS
observation under a complex road network circumstance with bidirectional edges.
The path containing reverse movement could be incorrectly inferred because it has
a higher transition probability or emission probability than the correct path due to
the noise in GPS observations, as shown in Figure 3.6.

In FMM, this problem is alleviated by adding penalty to the candidate paths
in the transition graph containing reverse movement. Benefiting from the next_n
and prev_n stored in UBODT shown in Equation 3.11, this type of candidate path
can be efficiently detected.

Once reverse movement is detected from Cn to Cn+1, the penalized SP distance
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l̂C
n,n+1 is calculated as:

l̂C
n,n+1 =





lC
n,n+1 + pf ∗ Cn.L if record.next_n = Cn.e.s;

lC
n,n+1 + pf ∗ Cn+1.L else if record.prev_n = Cn+1.e.t;

lC
n,n+1 else.

(3.15)

where record = R(Cn.e.t, Cn+1.e.s). For details of the penalty, the reader is referred
to Section 4.3 of Paper I.

3.2 Mining closed contiguous sequential patterns in
trajectories

Benefiting from FMM, more detailed movement information can be obtained by
matching a GPS trajectory to a path in the road network where each element stores
ID of an edge. Consequently, a collection of GPS trajectories can be transformed
into a set of sequences, from which sequential patterns can be mined.

Conventionally, a sequential pattern in trajectories is defined as a sequence of
locations frequently visited by a group of objects (Zheng, 2015). The definition
implies that both a sequence of frequently visited locations and all its subsequences
can be defined a sequential pattern. In other words, there is a lot of redundancy
in a general sequential pattern set. Even a small set of sequences can contain an
extremely large number of sequential patterns. To solve that problem, a closeness
constraint is introduced to prune patterns that can be losslessly reconstructed from
others, which is formulated as a closed sequential pattern mining problem. An
example illustrating the differences between a general sequential pattern set and
closed sequential pattern set is given in Figure 3.7. In the general sequential pattern
set, both �1, 2� and �1, 2, 3� are exported with the same support of 2. With closeness
constraint, the former is pruned because it can be reconstructed from the latter.

In order to extract the sequential patterns as a connected path in the road
network, another constraint called contiguity should be imposed to the mining
process. Although the edges in a map matched trajectory are spatially contiguous,
the constraint imposed actually refers to a sequential contiguity, which ensures that
the adjacency of elements in the input sequence is preserved in the exported pattern.
It is formulated as a contiguous sequential pattern mining problem. An example
of a closed contiguous sequential pattern set is displayed in Figure 3.7. Without
considering contiguity constraint, patterns �1, 3, 4� and �6, 3, 4� are exported where
the item 1 and 3 are not adjacent in the input sequences.

The sequential pattern mining algorithm developed in this thesis considers both
closeness and contiguity constraints. It can reduce redundancy in the output and
at the same time extract meaningful patterns as a connected path in the network.
In this section, preliminaries are introduced first then the detailed algorithm is
presented.
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ID Sequence
1 1,2,3,5
2 6,2,3,4
3 1,2,3,4
4 2,3,4
5 6,7,3,4
6 3,4
7 1,7,3,4

Sequence database Sequential patterns
(min_sup=2)

Closed sequential patterns
 (min_sup=2)

Pattern Count
1 3

1,2 2
1,3 3

1,2,3 2
1,4 2

1,3,4 2
…

Closed contiguous sequential 
patterns  (min_sup=2)

Pattern Support
1,3 3

1,3,4 2
1,2,3 2
2,3 4

2,3,4 3
3 7

3,4 6
6,3,4 2
7,3,4 2

Pattern Support
1 3

1,2,3 2
2,3 4

2,3,4 3
3 7

3,4 6
6 2

7,3,4 2

Figure 3.7: Comparison of different types of sequential patterns. The second table
only shows sequential patterns starting from item 1 due to space limit.

3.2.1 Preliminaries
Following the preliminaries given in Section 3.1.1, a trajectory tr is transformed into
a sequence of spatially contiguous edges traversed by the object in MM, denoted
by

seq = �e1, e2, . . . , en� (3.16)

where ei denote the ID of a road edge for brevity, which is also called an item in
sequence seq in data mining terminologies. An temporal attribute of tr, which is
selected as starting time of a taxi trip in this paper, is denoted by ts. It is used
primarily in partitioning trajectories according to day of week dow ∈ {1, . . . , 7}
and hour of day hod ∈ {0, . . . , 23}. In sequential pattern mining, a trajectory tr is
directly stored as tuple of (seq, ts).

Given a sequence seq = �e1, e2, . . . , en�, a contiguous subsequence of seq is de-
noted by

seq� = seq[i : j] = �ei, ei+1, . . . , ej� (3.17)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. Equivalently, the sequence seq� is contiguously contained by
seq, denoted by seq� �c seq.

A trajectory pattern pat is a contiguous sequential pattern (CSP) representing a
sequence of spatially contiguous edges denoted by pat = �e�

1, e�
2, . . . e�

m�. A trajec-
tory tr follows pat if pat is a contiguous subsequence of tr.seq, namely pat �c tr.seq.
Given a trip trajectory set TR = {tr1, tr2, . . . , trN }, a pattern pat in TR is also
written as pat ∈ TR. The number of trajectories following pat in TR is called
support of pat, denoted by

supp(pat) = |{tr ∈ TR|pat �c tr.seq}| (3.18)
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For notational convenience, pat is equivalently represented in subsequent figures
and text as �e�

1, e�
2, . . . e�

m�(supp(pat)).
Given a minimum support min_sup, a CSP pat is frequent if there are at least

min_sup number of trajectories following pat in TR, namely

pat is frequent ⇔ supp(pat) ≥ min_sup (3.19)

A CSP pat is closed if there does not exist a CSP pate such that pat is a
contiguous subsequence of pate with the same support, denoted by

pat is closed ⇔ �pate ∈ TR : pat �c pate ∧ supp(pat) = supp(pate) (3.20)

For instance, �1, 2, 3�(2) is not closed if there exists another pattern �1, 2, 3, 4�(2).
Mining with closeness constraint greatly reduces the redundancy in the output by
removing patterns that can be losslessly reconstructed from others. More formally,
when pat is closed, it is also called a Closed Contiguous Sequential Pattern (CCSP).
Unless it is stated explicitly or can be inferred from the context, the term ‘pattern’
refers to a CCSP in the remainder for simplicity.

3.2.2 Bidirectional pruning based closed contiguous sequential
mining algorithm (BP-CCSM)

The section describes the Bidirectional Pruning based Closed Contiguous Sequential
Mining (BP-CCSM) algorithm with the input of a sequence database SDB and
a minimum support min_sup. The sequence database can be obtained from a
trajectory set TR as SDB = {tr.seq|tr ∈ TR}. The minimum support min_sup
can be specified either as an absolute count value or a percentage relative to the
number of sequences in SDB. The output of BP-CCSM is the set of frequent CCSPs
in SDB with a support larger or equal than min_sup, as illustrated in Figure 3.8.

In BP-CCSM, the support of a CSP p is actually exported as the number of oc-
currences of p in SDB instead of the number of trajectories following p in SDB. The
two values are different only when a pattern occurs multiple times in a trajectory.
For instance, by observing trajectory �1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2�, the number of occurrences of
pattern �1, 2� is incremented by 2 whereas its support is only incremented by 1.
When mining sequential patterns from trajectories, that kind of repeated sequence
is rarely observed, which can be filtered out from the input data without significant
impact on the mining result. Therefore the support exported is consistent with the
definition in the preliminaries.

BP-CCSM can be divided into four steps. In principle, the first step creates a
prefix partition tree from the sequences where infrequent items are filtered out. It
is used in later steps hence scanning of the original sequences is avoided. Step 2
retrieves all patterns from the tree, which is pruned in a backward direction in Step
3 and forward direction in Step 4. Details are explained below and an example is
illustrated in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of BP-CCSM algorithm. Infrequent items are shown in
grey color in the header table. Inside a node in the tree, the number is the item
id and the count is wrapped in parenthesis. In BEPT, pattern at a node that has
a count smaller than min_sup (infrequent pattern) or has a child with the same
count (non-closed pattern) are pruned. In FEPT, patterns at a node that has a
child with the same count (non-closed pattern) are pruned.

3.2.2.1 STEP 1: Filtering and partitioning of sequences

The objective of the first step of BP-CCSM is to exclude infrequent items in SDB
and partition contiguous subsequences of frequent items so that patterns can be
extracted efficiently without scanning SDB in later steps, which is realized by em-
ploying a frequent pattern tree (FP-tree) proposed by Han et al. (2004).

An FP-tree constructed from SDB consists of two parts. The first part is a
tree which has a root node root with item-prefix subtrees as children. The second
part is a header table HT that stores the count of each item i in SDB denoted by
HT (i).count and a linked-list connecting all the nodes storing i in the tree, denoted
by HT (i).nodelist.

The following definitions of node and tree are applicable to both FP-tree and
other types of trees created in later steps. A node n stores two attributes: item id
i and count c, denoted by n.item = i and n.count = c. A tree of nodes is denoted
by T . A sequence seq = �i1, i2, ..., im� is inserted into T as a path starting from
root, denoted by root → n1 → · · · → nm where nj .item = ij , 1 ≤ j ≤ m and the
sign → denotes that the latter node is a child of the former. Let π(nm) denote
the sequence of items from root to nm, namely π(nm) = �i1, i2, ..., im�. During the
insertion of sequences the count of a node nm is maintained either as the sum or
the maximum of the counts of the input sequences that have π(nm) as a prefix,
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denoted by sum count maintenance and maximum count maintenance respectively.
Based on the above definitions, an FP-tree is constructed through two scans of

SDB described below:

S-1.1 In the first scan of SDB, record the count of each item i in a sequence s ∈ SDB
in the table HT .

S-1.2 In the second scan, insert each sequence s ∈ SDB into an FP-tree with sum
count maintenance. Whenever an infrequent item i� is encountered in s, i.e.,
HT (i�).count < min_sup, discard it and insert the remainder of s into the
tree starting from root. Whenever a new node is created to store item i,
append it to the corresponding linked list stored in HT (i).nodelist.

An example is illustrated in Figure 3.8 where the FP-tree is created with
min_supp = 2 and sequences are inserted in the ascending order of their id. In
the first scan, two infrequent items are identified as 5 and 7 with a support of 1.
When inserting �6, 7, 3, 4� with id of 5 into the FP-tree in the second scan, after
item 6 is inserted to the position root → 6 an infrequent item 7 is encountered and
discarded. The remaining subsequence �3, 4� is reinserted from root as a new path
root → 3 → 4 with count of 1. After that, the sequence �3, 4� with id of 6 is inserted
thus the counts of node 3 and 4 on the path root → 3 → 4 are incremented by 1.

For FP-tree, we have this lemma:

Lemma 1. A node n in FP-tree indicates that there are n.count number of con-
tiguous subsequences of frequent items in SDB that have π(n) as a prefix.

In Figure 3.8, the node 4(2) on the path root → 3 → 4 represents that there are
2 contiguous subsequences of frequent items in SDB that have the prefix of �3, 4�,
which is counted from sequences �6, 7, 3, 4� with 7 discarded and �3, 4� in SDB. It
is important to note that a frequent pattern is always a contiguous subsequence of
frequent items but the reverse is not true. For example, in Figure 3.8, �6, 2, 3� is a
subsequence of frequent items but not a frequent pattern.

3.2.2.2 STEP 2: Extraction of contiguous sequential patterns

STEP 2 of BP-CCSM extracts all contiguous sequential patterns of frequent items
from the FP-tree constructed previously. The extracted patterns are inserted in a
reversely way into a tree which is later used for Backforward Extension Pruning
Tree so it is called BEPT. That tree can be regarded as a suffix partition tree of
contiguous sequential patterns in SDB. Details are described below:

S-2 For each frequent item i in HT , visit each node n stored in the linked-list
HT (i), insert the sequence π(n) with count of n.count in a reverse order
into BEPT using the sum count maintetance.
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As shown in Figure 3.8, the node 3(1) on the path root → 2 → 3 in the FP-tree
is inserted in BEPT as root → 3 → 2. Since the sum of count is maintained at
each node and all nodes are processed in FP-tree, finally all the occurrences of
the sequence �2, 3� in FP-tree are inserted to that path with their counts summed.
Therefore, finally node 2 on the path �root, 3, 2� has a count of 4.

Lemma 2. A node n in BEPT indicates that a CSP of �reverse(π(n))�(n.count)
exists in SDB.

In the BEPT shown in Figure 3.8, the node 2(4) along the path root → 3 → 2
indicates that the pattern �2, 3�(4) exists in the input database.

3.2.2.3 STEP 3: Support and backward extension based pruning of
patterns

STEP 3 of BP-CCSM prunes patterns if either it is infrequent in SDB or it is not
closed in the backward direction. The pruning is performed on BEPT as follows:

S-3.1 For each node n in BEPT, if (a) n.count < min_supp or (b) if there exists
a child node n� of n where n�.count = n.count, then prune n. It is equivalent
to prune the corresponding pattern as a reverse of π(n);

S-3.2 For any the non-pruned node n in BEPT, insert π(n) in a reverse order
into a tree named forward-extension pruning tree (FEPT) using the maximum
count maintenance.

In STEP 3.1, condition (a) implies that π(n) is infrequent while condition (b)
prunes π(n) based on the following observation. In BEPT if n has a child node n�

with the same support n.count = n�.count, then π(n�) represents a minimal sized
backward-extension of the pattern π(n) and supp(π(n�)) = supp(π(n)), thus π(n) is
not closed and pruned. In the BEPT shown in Figure 3.8, the node 4(1) on the path
root → 6 → 2 → 3 → 4 is pruned because the corresponding pattern �6, 2, 3, 4�(1)
is infrequent. The node 4(5) on the path root → 4 is pruned since it has a child
node 3(5) with the same count. Equivalently the pattern �4�(5) is pruned because
there exist a minimal sized backward-extension of it namely �3, 4�(5).

Since each sequence in BEPT is inserted in a reverse order into FEPT with
maximum count maintenance, we have the following lemma:

Lemma 3. A node n in FEPT indicates that a CSP of �π(n)�(n.count) exists in
SDB.

In the FEPT shown in Figure 3.8, the node 3(3) along the path root → 2 →
3 → 4 indicates that the support of pattern �2, 3, 4� is 3.

The reason for the maximum count maintenance adopted by FEPT in STEP 3.2
is that the inserted sequences are patterns and it is incorrect to sum the supports
of two overlapping patterns as they account for overlapping subsets of the original
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sequences. For example, when inserting the two patterns pa = �2, 3, 4�(3) and
pb = �2, 3�(4) respectively from node 2(3) on root → 4 → 3 → 2 and 2(4) on
root → 3 → 2 from BEPT into FEPT, the correct support of pattern �2, 3� in
FEPT is max(supp(pa), supp(pb)) = 4 rather than supp(pa) + supp(pb) = 7.

3.2.2.4 STEP 4: Forward extension based pruning of patterns

STEP 4 of BP-CCSM essentially uses a similar technique as STEP 3 with the dif-
ference that only forward pruning is performed without checking frequent patterns
since all the infrequent patterns have been pruned in STEP 3. Detailed steps are
given below:

S-4 Iterate through all nodes in FEPT, whenever a node n has a child n� where
n.count = n�.count, prune n ; otherwise export π(n) as a closed pattern with
support of n.count.

This pruning is based on the observation that when n�.count = n.count, π(n�) is
a minimal sized forward-extension of pattern π(n) with the same support indicating
that π(n) is not closed and should be pruned. For example, in FEPT shown in
Figure 3.8, �1, 2�(2) is pruned because of �1, 2, 3�(2). Finally all closed patterns are
exported.

For BP-CCSM, we also have the following lemmas:

Lemma 4. If a CSP p is constituted by frequent items in SDB, regardless of being
closed or frequent, there exists a node n in BEPT where π(n) is the reverse of p
and n.count = supp(p).

Lemma 5. If a CSP p is infrequent or non-closed in SDB, BP-CCSM prunes p.

Lemma 6. If a CSP p is frequent and closed in SDB, BP-CCSM outputs p.

Based on Lemma 5 and 6, the correctness of BP-CCSM is proved. More details
of the proof of the above lemmas can be found in Section 4.1.6 of Paper II.

3.2.2.5 Summary of BP-CCSM

The data structures used in BP-CCSM are summarized in Table 3.2. The count
maintenance adopted by a tree depends on whether the count of sequences as input
can be summed up (e.g., trajectories) or not (e.g.,patterns). In BP-CCSM, since
BEPT is a suffix tree while FP-tree and FEPT are prefix trees, there are two reverse
insertions in the process from BEPT to FP-tree and from BEPT to FEPT hence
eventually patterns are exported in the same sequential order as SDB.
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Table 3.2: Summary of data structures used by BP-CCSM

Data
structure Information stored Count

maintenance
Partition

order

FP-tree Contiguous subsequences of frequent
items sum prefix

BEPT All contiguous sequential patterns of
frequent items sum suffix

FEPT Contiguous sequential patterns not
pruned in BEPT maximum prefix

3.2.3 Pattern filtering with BP-CCSM
From the last step of BP-CCSM shown in Figure 3.8 it can be observed that FEPT
can be treated as a prefix partition of all CCSPs. The property enables efficient
pattern filtering on the fly. Algorithm 3 explains the pattern filtering by length and
support. The condition check from line 7 to 11 is based on the observation that if
n� is a child node of n in FEPT then Ln� > Ln and n�.count ≤ n.count. Therefore,
some set of nodes can be pruned without inserting into the node stack.

3.3 Sequential pattern explorer for trajectories (SPET)

This section introduces the visual analytic Sequential pattern explorer for trajecto-
ries (SPET) with backend of BP-CCSM for visualization of sequential patterns in
a set of map matched trajectories. Two types of maps for CCSP visualization are
described first then the design of SPET is presented.

3.3.1 Visualization of CCSP
In SPET, two types of maps are designed for visualization of CCSP. The first one is
a traditional traffic map where each edge e is shown as a polyline and color encoded
with the number of objects passing e. The statistics can be obtained easily from
FEPT created in the last step of BP-CCSM by counting the maximum count for
each item in the tree. However, long patterns are hidden in the traffic map. For
instance, it can show that there are 100, 200 and 300 trajectories passing the edge
1,2,3 respectively but the fact that only 50 trajectories pass the path of �1, 2, 3�
is not visible. Consequently, traffic map is useful in presenting an overview of the
movement in a large number of patterns.

The second type of map is called a dynamic offset map, where each pattern
is visualized as a polyline with a dynamic offset δ from its original geometry, as
illustrated in Figure 3.9. More concrete examples can be found in Figure 4.12.
Given a pattern set PS, let LP S

max and LP S
min denote the maximum and minimum
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Algorithm 3: Pattern filtering by length and support
Input :

fept: an FEPT tree generated in the last step of BP-CCSM
Lmin, Lmax: pattern length range
Smin, Smax: pattern support range

Output:
FPS: filtered pattern set

/* Initialize an empty stack and a filtered pattern set */
1 Stack S=∅
2 FPS=∅
3 S.push(fept.root)
4 while S is not empty do
5 Node n := S.pop()
6 Ln = |π(n)| // Pattern length at n
7 if Lmin ≤ Ln ≤ Lmax and Smin ≤ n.count ≤ Smax then
8 if n is closed then
9 FPS.insert({π(n), n.count}) // a filtered pattern is found

10 end
11 S.push_children(n)
12 else if L < Lmin or n.count ≥ Smin then
13 S.push_children(n)
14 end
15 return FPS



Original 
pattern path
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of dynamic offset map

pattern length in it. The geometry of a pattern p is offset by δ

δ = length(p) − LP S
min

LP S
max − LP S

min

× α

where α is a parameter controlling the offset magnitude. The design of offset
guarantees that δ increases with the pattern length so long patterns is placed at
the outside and overlapping of p with its super pattern can be alleviated. The
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Figure 3.10: Conceptional architecture of SPET

parameters LP S
max and LP S

min are introduced to ensure δ ≤ α. More concrete examples
of offset maps will be demonstrated in the case studies in Figure 4.12.

Compared with the traditional traffic map, dynamic offset map can display the
complete path of a pattern together with its attribute. However, it can consume
more computation resources cost by the offset transformation. Besides, it require
rendering a set of complete trajectories instead of short edges. As shown in Figure
4.6, the number of patterns to be visualized can be 10-18 times of the number of
unique edges in it.

As a summary, the traffic map is effective in obtaining an overview of the move-
ments whereas dynamic offset map is applicable for visualizing a small set of pat-
terns according to user’s interest, which can be preferably used with trajectory and
pattern filtering.

3.3.2 Web based visual analytics
Based on the above two visual techniques, a framework called Sequential Pattern
Explorer for Trajectories (SPET) is built with the architecture demonstrated in
Figure 3.10. The modules are explained below:

• Trajectory partitioning: The original map matched trajectory set TR is par-
titioned according to the time attribute of each trajectory, e.g., day-of-week
(dow) and hour-of-day (hod).

• Trajectory filtering and aggregation: This module is used for collecting tra-
jectories according to user specified spatial and temporal predicates, e.g., a
region where taxi trips start on Monday 6:00 - 10:00.

• Pattern mining and filtering: The module employs BP-CCSM to mine the
trajectories collected in the previous step and the output patterns can be
filtered.

• Web based visual analytic: This module provides interface for the user to
access the functionalities of SPET. Details are presented below
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Drawing 
controller

Figure 3.11: User interface of web based visual analytics.

The user interface of the visual analytic is demonstrated in Figure 3.11. In-
teractive components are placed to the left and bottom of a map where the user
can specify day of week, hour of day, min_sup. Mining result is displayed on the
interactive map where user can draw a rectangle to specify the query region, as
highlighted in purple dashed style.

The default map loaded is the traffic map where the legend shows a percentage
of the traffic count or pattern support relative to the number of trajectories so that
movement in various periods can be compared. The default class scheme is 4 classes
ranging from green to red colors in logarithm scale, which is defined based on the
distribution of pattern supports shown in Figure 4.6 (d). The class range can either
be automatically collected from the visualized data or manually specified. User can
open a setting panel to adjust these settings as well as pattern filtering and offset
parameters, as depicted in the right of Figure 3.11.



Chapter 4

Case study

4.1 Data description and experiment setup

In the case study, taxi GPS data originally collected in the Mobile Millennium
Project (Allström et al., 2011) is used for evaluation of the algorithms and visual
analytics system. The dataset is collected from about 1500 vehicles in Stockholm,
Sweden. The dataset covers 1 month period from 2013-03-01 to 2013-03-31 and
contains about 13 million records. Each record is stored in format of (record id,
vehicle id, time stamp, latitude, longitude, hired). The last attribute hired is a
boolean value indicating whether the taxi was hired by consumers. Statistics of
time interval and distance between consecutive GPS records are demonstrated in
Figure 4.1. The GPS data is sparse with most time intervals between 1 min to
4 min and a majority of distances under 2 km. From the raw GPS data, a taxi
trip is extracted from a sequence of consecutive records with true hired states and
stored as a polyline connecting GPS points. Totally 673,849 trip trajectories are
extracted and they are preprocessed to remove outliers according to the following
criteria: (1) the trajectory contains only one point;(2) its average speed is above
150 km/h; (3) its geometry exceeds the boundary of road network. Finally 644,695
trip trajectories (95.7%) containing 6,812,720 points are kept. The GPS error used
for map matching is empirically set as 100m.

The road network used in this study is provided by Swedish Transport Agency,
as shown in Figure 4.2. It covers a region of 75 km× 89 km with an area of 6675
km2 and the network contains 23,921 nodes and 57,928 directed edges where each
bidirectional road segment is represented as two opposite directed edges.

All the experiments in the thesis are performed on a desktop computer with
Ubuntu operating system and Intel Quad Core CPU 3.00 GHz and 4GB RAM
where only a single processor is used. The two algorithms FMM and BP-CCSM
are implemented in C++. An open source implementation of FMM is available at
https://github.com/cyang-kth/fmm.

35
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Figure 4.1: Histogram of time interval (a) and distance (b) between consecutive
GPS observations

Figure 4.2: Study area (6,675 km2) of Stockholm and road network with 23,921
nodes and 57,928 directed edges

4.2 Evaluation of FMM

4.2.1 Performance assessment
4.2.1.1 Precomputation stage

In the pre-computation stage, statistics of UBODT construction are presented in
Table 4.1. As distance threshold Δ increases, a larger size UBODT is generated in
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Table 4.1: Statistics of UBODT computed from a road network with 23,921 nodes
and 57,928 directed edges

Δ(km) Number of rows Neighbors per node Running time(s)
2 811,014 33 4.265
3 1,689,430 70 5.678
4 2,861,572 119 7.471
5 4,305,012 179 9.656

a longer but acceptable time. When Δ = 5km, it takes less than 10s to generate an
UBODT with above 4 million rows. Besides, the increase of running time is slower
than UBODT size. In previous similar work (Zhe and Zhang, 2015) it took 500 -
600 seconds to generate the same kind of table on a network with smaller size and
Δ = 4km. The running time of UBODT construction here is 7.471 seconds, about
70-80 times faster than theirs. The reason for this considerable improvement is that
their algorithm creates a minimum priority queue to store all pairs of origin and
destination (OD) in G then iteratively pulls the OD pair with minimum distance
from the queue until all SPs shorter than Δ have been retrieved. The maintenance
of the priority queue adopts a similar strategy as Floyd Warshall algorithm (Floyd,
1962), which is applicable for dense graphs whereas the road network graph is
typically sparse. Besides, it consumes more storage to store all pairs of nodes.
Therefore it is less efficient than iterating through all nodes with a single source
Dijkstra algorithm adopted in this paper.

4.2.1.2 Map matching stage

This section evaluates various aspects of MM performance including precompu-
tation, Dijkstra integration, search radius, candidate set size and running time
constitutions of all steps. The performance is measured by MM speed defined as
the number of GPS points matched per second.

The first experiment explores the impact of precomputation and routing inte-
gration on the performance. Three UBODTs created with Δ of 3km, 4km and
5km are used as input and the four modes described in Section 3.1.4.2 are tested
using one day’s trajectories containing 27,343 trajectories and 310,137 points with
k = 8 , r = 300m, H = 5, 178, 049, M = 30, 000 and no geometry output. The
results are reported in Table 4.2. As can be observed, M3 with UBODT obtains
the highest speed around 30,000 points/s among the four modes, which is 167 times
of the slowest mode M4 with a speed of 179 points/s. The matched percentage of
M3 is slightly lower than the rest three modes. The reason is that no Dijkstra is
called thus large gap trajectories are not unmatched. Compared with the brute
force integration of Dijkstra in M1, the optimization in M2 appears to be effective
as it reduces the number of routing queries substantially. When Δ = 5km, M1 calls
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Table 4.2: MM performance tested on a single day dataset containing 27,343 tra-
jectories and 310,137 points with configurations of candidate set size k = 8 , search
radius r = 300m, hash table size H = 5, 178, 049, node multiplier M = 30, 000 and
no geometry output. The modes tested are (M1) UBODT+Dijkstra (brute force),
(M2) UBODT+Dijkstra (optimized), (M3) UBODT and M4 (Dijkstra).

Mode Δ(km) Running
time(s)

Match
percentage(%)

Speed
(points/s)

Dijkstra
queries

M1 3 225.35 98.86 1,360.5 1,642,888
M1 4 115.95 98.86 2,644.2 692,301
M1 5 69.15 98.86 4,433.2 319,945
M2 3 83.15 98.83 3,686.2 582,474
M2 4 18.11 98.83 16,923.4 50,349
M2 5 13.91 98.83 22,027.5 13,457
M3 3 8.99 88.15 30,390.5 0
M3 4 9.31 96.80 32,215.1 0
M3 5 10.42 97.87 29,102.8 0
M4 – 1,711.07 98.86 179.18 16,644,031

Table 4.3: MM performance tested on the one-month dataset containing 644,695
trajectories and 6,812,720 points with the same configurations as Table 4.2. The
modes tested are (M2) UBODT+Dijkstra (optimized) and (M3) UBODT.

Mode Δ(km) Running
time(s)

Match
percentage(%)

Speed
(points/s)

Memory
(MB)

M2 3 2,075.07 99.69 3,272.9 146.3
M2 4 475.72 99.69 14,276.4 201.3
M2 5 315.10 99.69 21,554.2 266.2
M3 3 135.55 87.18 43,816.6 141.9
M3 4 140.49 96.77 46,929.6 195.6
M3 5 147.20 98.24 45,471.9 261.7

Dijkstra queries 319,945 times while M2 calls only 13,457 times. In both M1 and
M2, the MM speed increases with Δ because of fewer Dijkstra queries. However,
the speed of M3 drops from 32,215 points/s to 29,102 points/s when Δ rises from
4km to 5km. It can be explained by the fact that a smaller UBODT table is read
and processed but the number of points matched increases just a little around 1%.

Based on the above findings, the second experiment takes the one-month dataset
as input using the same configurations without geometry output where only M2 and
M3 are tested because M1 and M4 are too slow. The results are provided in Table
4.3. When matching a large number of trajectories, M3 is much faster than M2
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Table 4.4: Running time of all steps in FMM (M3) tested with the one-month
dataset containing 6,812,720 points with configurations of k = 8. The steps are
Input, Candidate Search (CS), Optimal path inference (OPI), Complete Path Con-
struction (CPC), Geometry Construction (GC) and Output

Output Δ r(m) Running time (RT) of steps (s) RT Matched Speed
mode (km) Input CS OPI CPC GC Output (s) % (points/s)

No GO 5 300 17.81 90.16 31.40 5.68 – 8.04 155.43 98.24 43,043.5
No GO 4 300 7.23 89.62 28.39 5.34 – 6.49 139.38 96.77 47,186.1
No GO 5 200 11.01 61.41 26.17 5.46 – 6.61 113.17 92.56 55,717.7

GO 5 300 18.45 90.03 30.85 5.45 8.22 107.18 266.45 98.24 25,105.7

with the sacrifice that a smaller number of points are matched. When Δ = 3km,
M3 achieves a speed of 43,816 points/s, which is 14 times of M2. However, only
87% of points are matched in M3 while in M2 it is 99.69%. By setting a larger Δ,
the match percentage of M3 get increased while in M2 no change is observed. In
M3, the highest speed is reported with Δ of 4km, which is similar with Table 4.2.

It can also be observed that the memory consumed by FMM increases with
Δ. With Δ = 5km and UBODT size of 4,305,012, it consumes only 261 MB
memory. Besides, matching a large number of trajectories does not result in a huge
memory consumption because trajectories are processed in a stream way. Compared
with Table 4.2, M3 reports a higher speed because when matching a small set of
trajectories, the majority of running time is spent in reading input of road network
and UBODT.

As a summary, M3 with only UBODT is applicable for reaching a high MM
speed whereas M2 with UBODT and optimized Dijkstra is useful when a high
match percentage is required. In later experiments, the default mode of FMM is
M3.

The third experiment investigates the running time constitutions of FMM.
When matching trajectories in a stream way, it is difficult to measure the running
time of each step. To address that issue, a mini-batch mode of MM is designed
where a buffer set is read from a large collection of trajectories and matched step by
step to save the memory. Simultaneously, the running time of each step recorded
from the buffer sets are accumulated. In this experiment, the one-month dataset
is matched with k = 8 and various Δ, r and geometry output mode. The results
are given in Table 4.4. It shows that without geometry output, the most time
consuming step in FMM is CS, which occupies more than 50% of the total running
time. Following CS, it is OPI accounting for about 20%. When r = 300m and
Δ = 5km, the speed of FMM without geometry output is 43,043 points/s. With
geometry output, the speed falls to 25,105 points/s where about 40% of the time is
spent in writing output. By setting a smaller r of 200m, both CS and OPI takes a
shorter time because a smaller candidate set is found and processed. Consequently,
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Figure 4.3: Investigation of running time for candidate search (CS) (a) and optimal
path inference (OPI)(b) tested with the one-month data with Δ = 5km. In (a), the
three modes are Rtree intersection (RI), candidate construction (CC) and k = 8
nearest neighbor sort (KNN). In (b) the load factor is defined as |UBODT |/H.

the speed increases to 55,717 points/s. However, decreasing r may lead to a low
accuracy. The running time constitution of Δ = 4km can be used to explain the
speed improvement in Table 4.3 with a shorter Input and OPI step, which can be
explained with a smaller size of UBODT.

The fourth experiment further investigates the bottleneck of MM by dividing
CS into three steps: R-tree intersection (RI), candidate construction (CC) and
KNN sort, as described in Section 3.1.2. Since the three steps are closely coupled
with each other, candidate search is tested with three modes: RI, RI+CC and
RI+CC+KNN and r of 100m, 200m and 300m. The running time is displayed in
Figure 4.3 (a). It shows that CC is the most time-consuming step in CS, in which
the linear referencing algorithm is the most complex task as it requires to iterate
through all segments of the edge geometry.

Regarding the running time of OPI, it is evaluated against the load factor of
UBODT lf , which is displayed in Figure 4.3 (b). When a smaller lf is employed,
there are fewer elements in each bucket of UBODT on average. Consequently, the
number of elements iterated reduces and OPI takes a shorter time.

Finally, the performance of FMM is compared with previous studies as summa-
rized in Table 4.5. The road network used here is on a similar scale in terms of graph
size while the GPS data is sparser than previous work. With k = 8 and r = 300m,
FMM reported a speed of around 45,000 points/s without geometry output and
25,000 points/s with geometry output, which are much higher than previous work.
Besides, a large r of 300m is used here as opposed to 50m commonly used in pre-
vious studies due to the low accuracy of GPS data collected. According to the
findings in Table 4.4, the speed has a potential to be increased when tested on a
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Table 4.5: Performance comparison with existing literature by single processor’s
MM speed

Study Implementation &
Hardware

GPS
frequency

Network size Configura-
tions

Performance
(points/s)|V| |E|

Marchal
et al.

(2005)

Java, 4 processor
2.5GHz CPU 1 s 45k 15k Na = 30 2,000

Li et al.
(2011b)

Java, Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud 20-60 s 11k 15k k = 5, r =

50m
1,250*b

Miwa
et al.

(2012)

Fortan, Dual Core 2
GHz CPU,2 GB RAM 5-90 s 45k 121k –c 287*

Li et al.
(2013) Quadcore 3.2GHz CPU 120 s – – – 50*

Huang
et al.

(2013)

Hadoop, Single core
3.0GHz CPU,4G RAM 20 s 106k 141k – 900-6,000*

Chen
et al.

(2014)

C#, Dual-core 3.1 GHz
CPU, 8GB RAM 10-120 s 19k 46k

k =
10, r =

40m

5,582(No IO)
228(IO)

Zhe and
Zhang
(2015)

C++, Single-Core 3.4
GHZ CPU, 32 GB RAM 20 s 20k 47k – 1,000-2,000

this paper C++, Quad-core 3 GHz
CPU, 4GB RAM 60-240s 23k 58k k = 8, r =

300m

25,000 (GO)d

45,000 (No
GO)

a N denotes the size of a candidate path set maintained in the algorithm.
b The speed suffixed with * is not directly reported in original paper but calculated with
information provided. In some studies where multiple cores of CPU or nodes were used,
their speeds reported here are rescaled to reflect single-processor’s performance.
c The sign of – means that the information was not provided in that paper.
d GO stands for geometry output. The speed is recorded in Table 4.3.

high quality dataset with small r and k used.

4.2.2 Accuracy assessment
To evaluate the accuracy of the matched result, a ground truth dataset is collected
in a similar way as Lou et al. (2009) by randomly selecting 30 trips that are diversely
distributed in space, time and length, which are labeled with a true path based on
human judgment. Let GT and MR denote the ground truth and matched result
dataset respectively. The accuracy of MM is defined as the average of the ratio of
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Figure 4.4: Accuracy of FMM for various configurations (a) and the cumulative
distribution of matched edge distance obtained from matching one-month data
with k = 8, r = 300m and Δ = 5km.

the number of common edges divided by the number of all edges in GT and MR:

A = 1
|GT |

|GT |�

i

|GT [i] ∩ MR[i]|
|GT [i] ∪ MR[i]| (4.1)

The accuracy with respect to various configurations is displayed in Figure 4.4 (a).
When r increases from 50m to 300m, the accuracy grows from 25% to 80%. In
Table 4.5 it shows that in most previous studies, r is set as 50m but in this paper,
the accuracy with r = 50m is only 25%.

The reason is that the GPS data collected here contains a large error. With a
small r, a large proportion of the trajectories can be unmatched because it contains
a point p� whose distance to the matched edge e� is larger than r. That distance is
referred as matched edge distance (MED). Figure 4.4 (b) demonstrates the distri-
bution of MED of a point and the maximum of MED within a trajectory obtained
from matching the one-month dataset with k = 8, r = 300m and Δ = 5km. It can
be observed that although there are 82 % of the points whose MED is smaller than
50m, only 22% of the trajectories have a maximum MED under 50m. It implies that
when r is set as 50m, 78% of the trajectories are incorrectly matched or unmatched
because there exists a point in it that no candidate is found within r.

It is also important to emphasize that the emission and transition probability
is designed the same as Lou et al. (2009) except that several degenerate cases are
settled in FMM. Because of the large error in GPS data, the accuracy of FMM
is lower than others’ work. Besides, the primary contribution of FMM is the per-
formance improvement and it is flexible to define a different set of emission and
transition probabilities when tested on other data.
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GPS trajectoryRoad network GPS observation Moving direction Matched path 
(no penalty)

Matched path 
(with penalty)

Reverse 
movement

Figure 4.5: Examples of reverse movement corrected by applying a penalty with
pf = 100.

4.2.3 Evaluation of penalty for reverse movement
Several examples of reverse movement being corrected by adding penalty are demon-
strated in Figure 4.5. For more details about the influence of pf on the MM result,
the reader can refer to Section 5.4 of Paper I.

4.3 Evaluation of BP-CCSM

In the evaluation of BP-CCSM, all the one-month trajectories matched by FMM
with r of 300m, k of 8 and pf of 100 are taken as input. Totally 639,466 trajectories
are matched where about 0.5% of them containing repeated edges are filtered out.
The number of edges contained in a map matched trajectory ranges from 1 to
509 with an average value of 38.9. The number of unique edges traversed by the
trajectories is 30,214.

In the first experiment, all the trajectories are mined using BP-CCSM with
four min_sup tested 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5% and 1.0% relative to the total number of
input trajectories. The results are displayed in Figure 4.6. It can be observed
that both the number of patterns and unique edges in them reduce substantially
as min_sup increases. It is expected because a higher min_sup will filter out
more infrequent items in the first step of BP-CCSM. Additionally, Figure 4.6(c)
shows that pattern length follows a trend where there are more patterns with a
shorter length for different min_sup. On the other hand, pattern support fulfills a
logarithm distribution as shown in Figure 4.6 (d).

Regarding performance, BP-CCSM is compared with three other algorithms
Inc-CCFR (Bachmann et al., 2013), CCSpan (Zhang et al., 2015) and CCPM Ab-
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Figure 4.6: Statistics of patterns mined from the one-month data shown by pattern
size (a), unique edges (b), pattern length (c) and support (d). In (d), the histogram
shows the results generated with min_sup = 0.1% (639 in absolute value).

boud et al. (2017), which are all implemented in C/C++ and tested in the same
environment1. In addition to the GPS trajectories, another public dataset Gazelle
BMS1 is tested in this experiment, which is available at the SPMF website 2. It con-
tains sequences representing click streams from an e-commerce and is used in KDD
Cup-2000 competition as well as some previous work for performance evaluation
(Zhang et al., 2015; Abboud et al., 2017). In detail, it contains 59,601 sequences
formed by 497 items with an average length of 2.5 and maximum length of 267
without repeated-item sequences. The results are displayed in Figure 4.7.

When tested on the small Gazelle dataset as shown in Figure 4.7 (a) and (b),

1The CCSpan and CCPM are implemented in C++ by the authors based on the original
papers with some optimizations in sequence comparison and pattern output. Therefore, higher
performance and lower memory consumption are reported compared with experiments in the
original papers.

2http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/index.php?link=datasets.php
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Figure 4.7: Performance comparison of BP-CCSM with Inc-CCFR, CCSpan and
CCPM with two dataset: Gazelle (a,b) and GPS Trajectories (c,d). The Gazelle
dataset contains 59,601 sequences formed by 497 items with average length of 2.5
and maximum length of 267. The GPS dataset contains 639,466 sequences formed
by 30,214 items with average length of 38.9 and maximum length of 509.

BP-CCSM output performs CCSpan and CCPM with the speed increased by 60
and 10 times respectively. BP-CCSM doubles the running time of Inc-CCFR. It
can be explained by the observation that the dataset is small and sequences are
short. In that case, creating three partition trees can take a longer time than the
direct iteration of the sequences. Since both BP-CCSM and Inc-CCFR still take a
rather short time less than 0.1 seconds, that difference can be omitted in practice.
BP-CCSM consumes smaller memory as min_sup increases while the other three
algorithms exhibit no significant change. The reason is that more items become
infrequent with a higher min_sup so that smaller trees are created and processed
in BP-CCSM.

When tested on the much larger GPS trajectory dataset, both the running time
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of trajectories partitions with respect to day of week and
hour of day.

and memory increases sharply compared with Gazelle, as displayed in Figure 4.7
(c) and (d). Among the four algorithms, BP-CCSM is the fastest one whose speed
is about 2-5 times of Inc-CCFR, 300 times of CCSpan and CCPM. CCSpan and
Inc-CCFR consume consistent memory about 600 MB which is 5 times of CCPM.
As min_sup increases from 0.1% from 1.0%, the memory of BP-CCSM decreases
rapidly from 600 MB to 30MB.

It is important to be aware that both BP-CCSM and Inc-CCFR mines the
pattern support as the number of occurrences instead of the number of sequences
containing a pattern, as discussed in Section 3.2.2. Therefore, when there exists a
large number of sequences containing repeated items, e.g., DNA sequences, the two
types of supports can be significantly different and CCSpan or CCPM should be
used.

Based on the above experiments, it is legitimate to conclude that considering
speed, memory consumption and scalability to data size, BP-CCSM outperforms
the other three algorithms in mining CCSP from dataset without repeated-item
sequences.

4.4 Pattern exploration with SPET

In the pattern visual exploration experiments, the one month data is firstly parti-
tioned by day of week and hour of day into 24 × 7 = 168 subsets. The distribution
of trajectories in these subsets is shown in Figure 4.8. A large number of taxi trips,
more than 6,000 per hour, occurs From Friday and Saturday night to the morning
of the next day. Less trips are observed From Monday to Thursday 7:00 to 24:00,
between 4,000 to 6,000 per hour. For the rest periods, the number is smaller than
2,000. The distribution of trajectories guides the selection of weekday and week-
end periods as well as morning and afternoon rush hours, which will be explained
later. The traffic map and pattern map are separately presented in the following
subsections.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.9: Pattern exploration examples by varying min_sup and class scheme
mined with 168 time windows: (a) min_sup=0.5% with logarithm scale, (b)
min_sup=0.5% with equal interval scale (c) min_sup=2.0% with logarithm scale

Figure 4.10: Distribution of trajectory patterns in weekdays, i.e., 0:00 - 24:00 from
Monday to Thursday (left) and weekends, i.e., 0:00 - 24:00 on Saturday and Sunday
(right) mined with one month trajectories and min_sup=1%. In the zoomed out
view, two airports are highlighted where the one at the top is Arlanda and the
middle is Bromma. The same class range is specified.

4.4.1 Traffic map visualization
Three scenarios are evaluated with the traffic map visualization. In the first sce-
nario, variation of the patterns with respect to min_sup are tested without spec-
ifying spatial nor temporal predicates. The results are shown in Figure 4.9. Com-
parison of Figure 4.9 (a) with (b) shows that logarithm scale is more appropriate
for identifying variations in pattern support than equal interval scale. The reason
is that a lot of patterns have a small support, which is also displayed in Figure
4.6(d). On the other hand, equal interval is more effective in revealing dominant
patterns, which can also achieved by increasing min_sup as depicted in Figure 4.9
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(c).
The second scenario compares the distribution of weekday and weekend pat-

terns. Based on Figure 4.8, weekday periods are selected as 0:00 - 24:00 from
Monday to Thursday while weekend as 0:00 - 24:00 on Saturday and Sunday. The
comparison is presented in Figure 4.10. On both weekdays and weekends, the pat-
tern with the highest support appears on the high way connecting city center of
Stockholm to the Arlanda airport at north, where weekdays patterns have a higher
support than weekends. Some differences can be captured close to the Bromma
airport and also in some suburb areas.

The third scenario explores both spatial and temporal predicate by query pat-
terns using trajectories starting from or ending at the train station in morning and
even rush hours, as shown in Figure 4.11. The morning and evening rush hours are
inferred from Figure 4.8 as 7:00-10:00 and 16:00 - 19:00 respectively. From Figure
4.11 (a) and (b), a different trend can be observed where in the morning rush hours
a majority of trips departing from the train station moved towards the north of
the city while there are a higher number trips ended at the train station from the
south. A reverse trend is followed in the afternoon rush hours shown in 4.11 (c) and
(d). Besides, by comparing the geometry information of the patterns in different
periods, it reveals that two sets of routes are followed by the trips starting from
and ending at the train station respectively.

4.4.2 Dynamic offset map visualization
Dynamic offset map is explored with the same set of predicates used in Figure
4.11(d). The results are demonstrated in Figure 4.12.

In Figure 4.12 (a), no pattern filter is applied. The visual cluttering problem
can still be serious but the complete paths of the patterns are visible. In (b), only
Class 1 is visualized by setting the support filter as Smax = 3.57% and similarly
in (c), patterns in Class 4 is visualized with Smin = 11.37%. As can be clearly
observed, dynamic offset map gives a clear view of the filtered patterns with little
cluttering. Apart from the pattern support filter, pattern length filter can also be
used as shown in (d) and (e), where the long patterns are filtered effectively.

Based on the maps displayed from Figure 4.10 to Figure 4.12, the application
of SPET is summarized below. Initially, the user can select the traffic map to
get an overview of the movements contained in the trajectories, e.g., identifying
hot-spot regions or routes. After that, a rectangle can be drawn to concentrate
on the patterns relevant with a specific area, e.g., starting from or ending at the
train station or airport. Finally, the user can switch to the dynamic offset map get
details of the movement information on specific routes filtered by pattern support or
length. The patterns generated can provide more accurate information about route
choices together with their spatial and temporal variations, which can contribute
to travel demand modeling in transportation planning.

Compared with other approaches such as heatmap or transparent trajectories
(Willems et al., 2009), the advantages of SPET are described below. With back-
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(a) From train station P1 (b) To train station P1

(c) From train station P2 (d) To train station P2

Figure 4.11: Distribution of trajectory patterns in morning rush hours 7:00 - 10:00
(P1) and afternoon rush hours 16:00 - 19:00 pm (P2) in all days of week from/to
train station mined with one month trajectories and min_sup = 2% relative to the
number of trajectories observed in corresponding time periods. The location of the
train station is shown with a marker and the query region is displayed as a dashed
purple rectangle.

end of BP-CCSM, sequential patterns are visualized instead of raw trajectories.
From Figure 4.6(a) it can be observed that the pattern size (10,000 to 100,000) is
much smaller than the raw trajectories (639,000). It is applicable for identifying
patterns in large amount of trajectories with a high efficiency. At the same time,
noisy and infrequent movement patterns can be filtered out. Quantitative infor-
mation of patterns that is generally not available in a conventional heatmap can
be obtained in SPET. Equipped with the two types of maps, both overview and
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details of movement can be inspected and various visual exploration tasks can be
accomplished.
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(a) No filtering (b) Class 1, Smax = 3.57%

(c) Class 4 Smin = 11.37% (d) Lmin = 10

(e) Lmin = 10 and Smin = 6.35%

Figure 4.12: Dynamic offset map visualization with different kinds of pattern filters.
The patterns are all mined with min_sup = 2% from trajectories ending at the
train station in the period 16:00-19:00, which are the predicates used in Figure
4.11(d)





Chapter 5

Conclusions and future work

5.1 Conclusions

With the objective of providing an efficient way to retrieve, analyze and visualize
sequential movement patterns in trajectories, the thesis developed two algorithms
and a visual analytics system.

(1) The thesis firstly developed FMM, a fast map matching algorithm with the
objective of inferring the path on a road network traversed by the object from
a noisy trajectory. By precomputing an upper bounded origin destination table
to store all pairs of shortest paths in the road network under a specific distance
threshold, large number of repeated routing queries are replaced with hashtable
lookups in FMM. Experiments on a large collection of real world taxi vehicle
GPS data demonstrate that precomputation is an effective strategy in acceler-
ating the speed of map matching. The algorithm has achieved a considerable
performance in both precomputation and map matching stage where millions
of points can be matched under a few minutes with a single processor used.
Four modes of integrating Dijkstra routing queries to handle long distance
gaps were compared, which proves the argument of repeated routing queries
being the bottleneck of map matching. More importantly, detailed investiga-
tion of running time of all steps reveals that after employing precomputation,
a new bottleneck is located in candidate search where the linear referencing
function that projects a GPS point to the polyline of a road segment severely
degrades the performance. A problem in matching real world GPS data was
identified as large number of reverse movements were generated in the result.
It resulted from the large error in GPS observations and complex road network
circumstance. By adding penalty to corresponding candidate paths, this type
of reverse movement is reduced substantially from the result.

(2) In order to mine compact and meaningful sequential patterns in the map
matched trajectories, the thesis proposed BP-CCSM, a novel bidirectional prun-
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ing based closed contiguous sequential pattern mining algorithm. An efficient
and elegant closeness checking procedure is designed by employing three tree
structures for partitioning sequences and patterns generated during the mining
process. Consequently, non-closed patterns can be pruned by directly compar-
ing nodes on the trees as opposed to performing a large number of sequence
comparisons or database scans used in previous work. BP-CCSM was com-
pared with three other state-of-the-art algorithms using two datasets: a publicly
available dataset of clickstreams and the map matched trajectories generated
by FMM. The results demonstrate that BP-CCSM outperforms three other al-
gorithms considering speed, memory consumption and scalability to data size.

(3) For interactive visualization of sequential patterns, this thesis designed a visual
analytics system called Sequential Pattern Explorer for Trajectories. It enables
the user to visually explore patterns by allowing high interactivity through
spacial predicates that are specified by drawing rectangles on a map. Two
types of maps are designed in the visual analytics. A conventional traffic map
presents the traffic count at each individual road edge, which gives an overview
of the patterns in a large collection of data. A dynamic offset map displays the
complete geometry of a pattern, which is suitable for visualizing a small set
according to user-specified filters. Demonstration of the visual analytics with
the same GPS data shows that it is capable of inspecting spatial and temporal
variations in sequential patterns in an efficient way.

5.2 Future work

It can be observed from previous chapters that (1) evaluation of the algorithms and
visual analytics identifies some problems that can be further investigated, e.g., can-
didate search as the new bottleneck of map matching; (2) the approaches proposed
in the thesis still suffers from some limitations, e.g., pattern support exported as
the number of occurrences; (3) some existing problems are not fully addressed in
the thesis, e.g., visual cluttering of patterns. Future work is planned to address
these issues. Details are discussed below.

(1) Map matching: In the precomputation stage, it can be observed that
millions of rows are stored in UBODT while it is unclear how often and which
proportion of them are used in MM. There may exist a set of edges that is never
traversed by the taxi vehicles but still stored in the UBODT. It degrades the per-
formance of hash table search and constrains the scalability of the algorithm with
respect to network size. In case of longer trips crossing several countries, the net-
work size can be extremely large where it could be unrealistic to build a UBODT.
That problem may be addressed by creating partitions of road network or designing
dynamic UBODT precomputed according to the queries, which will be explored in
the future.

In terms of major map matching stage, it has been found that after employing
precomputation, one bottleneck is located in linear referencing function used in
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candidate search. The feasibility of settling this bottleneck will be investigated.
Additionally, both the candidate search of GPS points within a trajectory and the
whole matching process could be parallelized hence there is a potential for the speed
to be further improved.

In terms of implementation, the flexibility of FMM can be improved by integrat-
ing other types of MM models and incorporating new information such as velocity,
road category, direction and turning restriction. Other applications such as travel
time estimation could also be realized with FMM in the future.

(2) Sequential pattern mining: Although contiguity constraint is solved in
an efficient way in BP-CCSM, the support of a pattern is calculated as the number
of occurrences rather than the number of sequences containing a pattern. In other
words, BP-CCSM cannot be generalized to mining patterns in data containing large
number of repeated items such as DNA sequences. Effort would be made in the
future in extending BP-CCSM to conquer this problem.

Currently, the temporal variations of a pattern can only be visually inspected
from maps generated in SPET by specifying different sets of time query windows.
It is still hard to capture the detailed variation of a specific pattern. One approach
is to first mine patterns in different periods then query the support of the pattern
accordingly. However, retrieving the supports for a large number of patterns in
this way can be tedious. The problem can be generalized as a sequential pattern
comparison problem with the task to find differences in the support for all the
patterns in multiple sets. In the future, this problem will be explored to realize
automatic detection of variations in patterns.

In a broader perspective, the topological relationship in the sequential patterns
is not fully exploited in this thesis. That information can contribute to analyzing
the flows at a road intersection, recognizing diversities in route choice in different
pairs of OD and identifying trips that can be shared. In the meanwhile, other
attributes such as direction and speed can also be extracted as a sequence where
the patterns can provide new insights into the recorded movement.

(3) Visualization of patterns: From a visual analytic perspective, the in-
teractivity of SPET can be improved in several ways. Currently, only two types
of trajectory filters are supported including starting from and ending at a region.
In the future, more advanced filters can be designed such as crossing a region,
moving from one region to another. The pattern filter in SPET only operates on
non-spatial attributes of a pattern including length and support, which is designed
for alleviating the visual cluttering problem. Although spatial filtering of patterns
could be implemented easily, it has some conflicts with the existing trajectory fil-
tering functionalities. Incorporating the two types of spatial filters in an intuitive
and straightforward way remains a challenge. The visual cluttering problem may
be further alleviated by employing 3D visualization approaches.

Last but not the least, the collaboration of the two algorithms and the visual
analytics can be enhanced. When trajectories are observed in real time as a stream,
pattern monitoring could be realized by performing online map matching, pattern
mining and visualization.
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